Abstract. Levi has shown that for every arrangement of n lines in the real projective plane, there exist at least n triangular faces, and Griinbaum has conjectured that equality can occur only for simple arrangements. In this note we prove this conjecture. The result does not hold for arrangements of pseudolines.
In particular, if p3 = n, then for every line L of M there exist exactly three triangles having an edge on L. For each n > 6, there exist several nonisomorphic arrangemerits of n lines satisfying P3 ----n [1] , [2] , hence Theorem 1 is best possible. One example consists in taking the lines defined by the edges of a convex n-gon. In his monograph Griinbaum has proposed the following conjecture: It is the purpose of this note to prove this conjecture. The idea of the proof is to show that if a nonsimple arrangement of n lines with P3 = n exists, then it would necessarily contain a configuration which cannot be realized with straight lines.
We first need a definition and two lemmas. Let ~¢ be an arrangement of lines, e = [x, y] an edge of ,~, and L, L' lines of M such that x e L, y ~ L, x ~ L', and y~ L'. The edge e and the two lines L and L', define in a natural way two three-sided closed regions H~ and/-/2 of P. We call these two regions the half-lenses determined by (e, L, L') (see Fig. 1 ).
Lemma 1. Let H be a half-lens of M determined by ( e, L, L'). Then, there exists a triangle ofsg having an edge on L and contained in H.
Proof By induction on the number f of faces of M that are contained in H. If f= 1, the result is trivial. If f-> 2, there is an edge e' =[x', y'] of M, e'~ e, which is included in H and such that e'n L= {x'}. Let L" be a line of M such that e'c~ L"= {y'}. Clearly one (and in fact exactly one) half-lens H' determined by (e', L, L") is included in H. We conclude by applying the induction hypothesis to H'.
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Lemma 2. Let sg be an arrangement of n lines with P3 = n, and let T denote a triangle of sg. Then, every vertex of T belongs to exactly two lines of sg.
Proof We assume that there is a triangle T of ~¢ with a vertex x belonging to at least three lines of ~¢. Let e~, e2 be the edges of T that contain By symmetry, we may assume that we are in the first case, i.e,, both b~.5 and bl. 6 belong to Ibm,2, x[. We have then reconstructed a part of the arrangement ~' (see 
f3
--1 xV ". Remarks. R.J. Canham (see [1] ) has already observed that the arrangement ~' of nine pseudolines that we have obtained in a somewhat natural way in Fig. 8 , satisfies P3 = 9. Thus, Conjecture 1 cannot be extended to arrangements of pseudolines. (See [1] for a study of this notion.) This seems to be the first combinatorial relation that is satisfied by arrangements of lines but not by arrangements of pseudolines.
We finally notice that the truth of Conjecture l easily implies that the following conjecture of Griinbaum is also true [4] : However, this method does not apply if "arrangement of lines" is replaced by "arrangement of pseudolines" in Conjecture 2. In [4] we have shown with other arguments that Conjecture 2 is true in the more general context of arrangements of pseudolines.
